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You are a sailor who was lucky enough to survive a horrible shipwreck. It seems that everyone else is dead. Only one of the
passengers, a young girl, somehow managed to stay alive.

Both of you end up stranded on an uninhabited island. Now you can't do anything but sit on the shore and watch the endless
ocean, so far from home... Or maybe your home is here now?

Grab the items that have been washed ashore - logs, leaves, stones etc. Better have it and not need it than need it and not have it!

Combine collected items into something useful - an axe or a fishing rod. With enough materials you'll even be able to build a
proper house!

Decorate the house, lay a fire, make the island cozy and comfortable.
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Installs some weird YPlay which you have to install and cant play without it. After you uninstalled the game YPlay will continue
to stay on your computer until you manually search for it and remove it while sending your "status" to their servers.. what a
disappointment ................... objects are in places that cant even be clicked on game is glitched hard and some items that are out
in the open need to be clicked multiple times before it works i personally feel the game was a waste of money. Sweet
memories... Pros

its like Total War but with Dragons

Cool story

Great RPG - level up every solider in your army along with heros. Gain spells and abilities that are great and fun to use.

No bugs that i have found.

Cons

battles are a bit plain, like total war but not as good by alot

no free mode, just one single story

But over all game is worth £1.50 by far, i would pay £10 for it easy

7.5/10. Quite possibly the most I have ever been disappointed by a game. Looks great, looks fun, and I still had fun with it for
about five minutes, but unfortunately some bizarre design choices cripple the game to the point of making it unplayable. For
starters, the horizontal sensitivity is too low, and the vertical sensitivity is too high. No way to change that. Controls are
extremely sticky and cumbersome besides. Retro style is no excuse because the games that inspired this one are much smoother.
There's also no way to tell how much ammo you have. There's no running, no jumping. It feels like a game made for a graphic
calculator, only I paid money for this. Extremely disappointing.. While the video sequences show their age, the game is still as
good as the last time I played it in the 90s.. i remember playing this on the disc for that fat old macintosh computer. the
nostalgia is unreal but for some reason i figured the graphics would look better. just shows how much imagination you have as a
kid..
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First impression: ...a slow start
* very slow pacing
* very basic animation quality
(slow and stiff movement)
* many reused scenes
* selecting a different language doesn't replace
the original voice acting
(English language: >one< female voice-actress
repeats every Japanese word in English)
* no subtitles
* the synchronized version is sometimes hard to hear \/ understand

* somehow interesting storyline (very simple, mystery focused)
* interesting world
* good (dark) atmosphere
* good intro music
* additional 240p option (stream quality)
* ending \/ conclusion style:
 open ended, ...it's a game's prequel after all

AMV spotlight:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=84cL0BjMFeU

Final verdict: I recommend >to CONSIDER< renting this OVA.
(granted you >love< cyberpunk ...and are >very< tolerant regarding product quality)

[Feel free to read my other anime reviews too.]. This may contain minor spoilers about the regions where you play in game
This review is based completely on my opinion which is that serious Sam is great. It brings back many nostalgic memories and
honestly this is one of the reasons I recommend it, but that's not all this game can offer. The story is not much, the "serious"
Sam is not at all serious and the humor may be a little immature, but it's really nice game. It has cool weapons to blast off your
enemies in different ways, amazing environments and awesome boss fights. Like who wouldn't like fight in giant jungles, frozen
plains, sewers (yes, really) or hell like planets? No one ever bought serious Sam because he wanted a story rich, sophisticated
and realistic game with mature character development, they bought it because once in a while we all want something lighter and
relaxing for a change and to tell the truth the serious games are really good at what they do (which is being immature and
adventurous) and that's why we love them. I totally recommend this game and if you have a friend to play with you are in for an
awesome ride
. Player Bases
☐ Kids
☑ Everyone
☐ Mature
☐ Casual Players
☐ Pro players

Graphics
☐ Potato
☐ Really Bad
☐ Bad
☑ OK
☐ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Masterpiece

Price
☑ Full Price
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☐ Wait For Sale
☐ Refund It If You Can
☐ Don't Buy It
☐ Free

Requirements
☑ Minimum
☐ Medium
☐ Fast
☐ High End
☐ Super Computer

Difficulty
☐ Easy
☑ Medium
☐ Hard
☐ Very Hard
☐ Death March
☐ Dark Souls

Game length
☐ Really Short ( 0 - 3 hours)
☐ Short ( 2 - 8 hours)
☐ Medium ( 8 - 16 hours)
☑ Long ( 16+ hours) (For the campain)
☑ Endless

Story
☐ It Doesn't Have One
☐ Horrible
☑ Ok
☐ Average
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic

Cinematic/Art
☑ It Doesn't Have
☐ Horrible
☐ Ok
☐ Average
☐ Good
☐ Like Watching A Movie

Music/Sound
☐ Horrible
☐ Decent
☑ Average
☐ Good
☐ Amazing

Gameplay
☐ Terrible
☐ Ok
☐ Average
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☑ Good
☐ Fantastic

Bugs
☐ Game Itself Is One Big BUG
☐ Game Breaking Bugs
☐ Lots of bugs
☐ Few Bugs
☑ Nothing (I've seen)

Others
Multiplayer: ☑
Singleplayer: ☑

Final Score:
7/10. its an excellent game and very good platformer. i definitley recommend it to everyone.. Beautiful game, good concept.
Horrid, horrid execution. Controls are weird, and it's nigh impossible to make back your money if you've more than a few
thieves. The guards are somehow omniscient; they always know where you've gone after seeing you once, even if you've jumped
across three rooves, scuttled down a wall, and hidden in (what I presume) was a closet. Fighting is also not an option. If dead
guards turn up, more come for the next heist. I wanted to like it, but I simply can't.. Ignore my playtime, it does not reflect the
number of hours I've spent on this game.

This is THE Star Wars Space Sim. Accept no substitutes. Still ubelievably good after all these years!!
Just go to www.xwaupgrade.com and https://sourceforge.net/projects/xwahacker/files/ to play it on modern PCs with HD
graphics and 16:9 / 16:10 Aspect Ratios. I love this game! I've been playing for free on Kongregate for months and paid for the
Steam version for the additional content. I've always been a fan of roguelikes and I love how active and dedicated the developer
is with updates and then bugfixes, and then more bugfixes. Two days and three wins later (Ranger, Barbarian and Fire Mage, my
Necro trick doesn't work anymore... no more army of skeletons.), I knew I needed to drop a review to let everyone know how
awesome this is and how excited I get when I think about where this will be when it comes out of beta.

Developer Q&A - May 2019 (Season 4 sneak-peek inside!):
Hello Adventurers!

One of the most important core values we have is our relationship with the community, even though we have been
communicating with you regularly via our various platforms and announcement series such as Developer Face-to-face and 
Developer Insights, we feel that we haven’t sat down and done a Q&A with you in a very long time. So today, we want to
address some of the community’s concerns over the past few months.

Q: What’s the size of the dev team?. Campfire stories: The "new" Deadly Days:
Hi survivors,

we just wanted to share with you some details of the ongoing development process of “Deadly Days”. We know the last patch
has been a while but like mentioned in the last “Campfire stories” its due to major changes. What does that mean? There are so
many changes that you could name it “Deadly Days 2” (but we won’t ;) ).

We were quite vague about the specific changes last time since we were evaluating several approaches, but today we want to tell
you more more about concrete plans.

Goals and progression. Viviette is available NOW!:
Hello everyone!

As you can see, our new game Viviette is available now! We hope you like this hand crafted exploration adventure, and also the
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horror side of the experience. We highly recommend avoiding any kind of spoilers before playing. Long long time ago we had
this idea floating around our heads, and just this year we decided to make it a reality. And this is the result!

As we have mentioned before, this is a classic horror game where you'll have to explore and solve some puzzles. In adversity,
you should persevere. We really encourage solving everything by yourselves. But if you need any help, we're sure other players
will assist you in the game's discussion forums.

That's all we have to say, to be honest. Just enjoy the experience!

Alberto & Dani. Update 4.7. Faster upgrades, Dragons & Lunar New Year!:
Hey, pilots! Update 4.7 brings Lunar New Year event along with new dragon robots, exclusive weapons, balance changes and
upgrade timers reduction. Let's jump in!

Reminder! We reverse the renewed graphics with this update, as stated in this announcement.. Introduction to Desktop
Decoration:

Features
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